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Cloak Announces Plan
For Novel Arena Play

Students Will Vote
Friday in Morning
As Well as Afternoon

Friday, April 25, 1947

Orchestra Will
Present Concert
Tuesday Evening

On Thursday morning at convo
cation, the three candidates for the
office of student body president will
present their platform speeches.
Candidates are Bill Burton, Roger
Christianson and Henry D upont
The committees behind these three
candidates are hard at work on
their campaign plans for posters,
rallies, and other new and tradi
tional vote-getting devices.
The election will be held a week
from today, on May 2. The polls
will be open in Main hall on Fri
day from 9 a. m. to 11 a. m. and
12:30 p. m. to 2:30 p. m.
This promises to be one of the
closest and most exciting elections
in the history of Lawrence. This is
due to the large number of students
in attendance, the large number of
vets, and the large number of in
dependent men.
There will be one ballot printed
for each student.
As a voter re
ceives his ballot at the ballot box
his name is crossed off the student
directory.
The voting system used is the pre
ferential system. Each voter votes
for all three men in order of prefer
ence. In the first counting, if any
man receives a clear majority (one
vote more than 50 per cent of the
votes cast) he is elected. If not
the ballots for the man receiving
the lowest number of votes are re
counted and tallied to the man vot
ed second on these ballots. Thus,
if the man runs third, votes for bun
will automatically be cast for the
candidate marked second by his
supporters.

One of the major attractions ,of
An arena style play, to be given
the year, the concert by the Law
on May 8, 9, 14, 15 and 16 in the
rence college orchestra, w ill be
Campus gym, will be the contribu
given Tuesday evening, April 29, at
tion of the Lawrence college theater
8:00 p. m. in the chapel, under the
to the Centennial celebration, The
baton of Eugene Kolinski.
odore Cloak announced this week.
The concert is of particular inter
Scenes from eight different plays
est tl\is year because it will feature
by nationally known playwrights
the works of two of l^awrence's
were chosen to be enacted. As far
own composers. Mr. Ward, who has
as is known, a production of this
already gained recognition with his
type has never been attempted be
“Lullaby to a Pmto Colt," will wit
fore anywhere else. An arena play
ness the home performance of this
was given last spring on this
work. “Memory Green,” written by
Camnus, but this type of production
RETIRING PRESIDENT —
James Ming for small orchestra and
w ill be unfam iliar to the members
L
a
rry
Storms, retiring student
voice,
will
feature
Jeanne
Willems
of the freshman class who make
body president, w ill supervise
up about a third of the student
as vocalist.
body.
Dupre's “Poeme Heroique” w ill b e | ^ ® election Friday,
The plays cover a hundred year
played in memory of all who died
span, and represent events which
in the World War. This work is
Occurred during the century of
written for organ, brass and field
Lawrence’s existence. A scene from
drum.
Ibsen's “Vikings” will bpen the
Also included on the program Is
show. The second scene, from “The
the first movement of the “Borodin
Farmer Takes a W ife” by Elser, is
No. 2.” “Pastorale in C
set in 1847, the year in which Law
DIRECTOR — F. Theodore Symphony
Minor" for string orchestra.
rence was granted its charter. Other C loak is director of the arena
plays from which scenes have been
taken are “Belle Lamar” by Dion style ploy to be given in M ay. ' n
Bouricault, which was set in 1862;
‘The College Widow" by George
Ade. set in 1912; * What Price
Glory?” by Lawrence Stallings a n d ’
A physicist, a psychologist, an
Maxwell Anderson,
set in 1918;
“Animals in A rt" is the theme of economist, and a religious teacher
“W aiting for Lefty, The Young
Sunset, the campus dramatic the exhibit which was hung in the
w ill discuss “What Religion Means
Hack and His G irl” by Clifford
•Home of
o fththe
e ^ BBrave"
ra v e " group mee,in« A Pr'1 « voted to college library this week The ex to Me" at a panel discussion Wednes
Odets. 1935; “Home
by
Arthur Laurents. 1944; a n d ' f lect the following students to mem- hibit. circulated by the Museum of
day evening, April 30, at 7 p in in
*‘Skin of O ur Teeth” by Thornton bership:
Jacqueline
Danielson. Modern Art in New York, demon
Room 11, Main hall Mr. Gilbert,
strates
how
artists
have
featured
Wilder, which is set in »he future. |^.at^ ryn Ejwers, Bjorn Endreson,
Theodore Cloak and John Sollers Marjorie Fors, Margaret Jones, animals in their work over ten cen Mr. Bober. Mr. Griffiths and Mr.
Dave McNair, Bill Mehring, Gail turies and in many different schools Easton will take part in the pro
are in charge of the production.
Outland, Marilyn Peterson, Fred of painting.
gram.
A Great Books program which
Three main categories are illusThatcher and Pat Wilcox. Initia
The faculty panel was set up by will give the adult citizen what
tion w ill take place Thursday, May trated—artists who represent am- a group of twelve college students
1. at 6:45 p. m. in M ain * V *2. At mals realistically. <hose who endow who feel that the i^entai, physical. might br called a “liberal educa
this time the new initiates w ill them with human traits, and those and social phases of life at Law tion“ is being planned tjy the u n i
versities and colleges of Milwiiur,
.. 1 .
«
,■
! present their original skit to the , w ^ ° P&int animals with humor and rence have been overemphasized
D uring the past week the three group as is traditional.
I imagination. Examples of the real and that the religious phase has kee.
At the initial meeting of the
beginning chemistry labs traveled
Eligibility for membership n Sun istic approach range from Rousseau been neglected. Bernette Carlson,
to the Kimbeily-Clark Corporation set depends
the
amount of
m____ upon____
_ _______
__ and Gaugin to 15th century Ger- June Filer, Betty Foulke, Dirk Har planning committee, Dr. John Bard
en. director of the Great Books
for field trips. Previously having I work and the Interest that the stu- manv :,,,d 10,h century Chinese
ris. Mary Hart/ell, Bob Hunting, program of the University of C h i
been shown through the chlorinejdentt "show 'to w a rd "th e ’“ Lawrence painters.
Lloyd Lovell. Jim
Primley, Jim
m ill at the plant, the groups now coljege theatre productions each
¡Franz Marc’s "Red Horses” is Richards. Larry Roberts, Betty cago. said of the course, “It will
were shown the complete process year. Credit is given for both acting used to illustrate the emotional ap Schaal and Betty Van Horne form teach a man to read, to reason, to
talk, and give him some idea of
Of making paper.
and for participation in the many proach. and several contemporary the nucleus of the new organization the intellectual history of the West
Four guides led each group of fields of back stage work.
painters, among them Marc Chagall which is to be called the Lawrence
approximately 40 students through
and Joan Miro, represent the imag College Student Christian associa ern world.”
The part that each institution w ill
the plant and did their best to point
inative school. Animals in books, tion. Further explanation of the na
out the technical aspects of papercartoons and sculpture are also rep ture of the organization will be giv have to play is to suggest the peo
ple, interested in literature, who
making. A diagram of the order in
resented in several panels.
en following the panel.
will be allowed to enter the training
which he tour was to be made was
The association is considering course of the Great Books program
tx p la in id by one of the guides who Saturday, April <!fi
other activities such a* discussion for the Milwaukee area. The rehad a “briefing period” was held
groups, intercollegiate conferences quirements as stated by Dr. Barden
Kappa
Delta-Alpha
Delta
Pi
Just before the entrance into the formal
and opixirtunities for Christian so are “an active and inquiring mind,
m ill to help the groups understand
Armella Kneale, sculptress, will cial actions.
All-College Square Dance at
tolerance, and a sense of humor."
better what they would see
Campus Gym, 8:00
give a demonstration and lecture to
Sixty to eighty people will be
The main points of the tour were
Track, golf—Carroll—there
the Art association on May 4 at 3:30
asked to attend ten sessions, six
the wood room, digesters, wet m a
W.R.A. Play Day
p. m. in Room 42. A graduate of the
to take place this spring in April,
chine. ground wood, beaters, pa Sunday, Aprii 27
Minneapolis Art institute.
Mrs.
and four in September.
During
per machine, super calendars and
Vocal Recital—Gerhartz, Velte
Kneale is now with the Art depart
these ten sessions, the group will
the finishing room. The highlight of
Eta Sigma Phi Tea
Jean Watt showed slides of Mexi be trained as leaders for the future
ment at Frances Shiiner college in
the trip for most students seemed Tuesday, April '19
co City at the Spanish club meet Great Books classes.
Mt. Carroll, Illinois.
to be the paper machine in which
Orchestra Concert
Her forte includes quick impres- ing Thursday, April 17. The slides
When these classes start next fall,
the pulp is pressed into paper.
Wednesday, April 30
sions of models in her medium and were made by a group of which the leaders, two f o r each class, will
Association she may be expected to do this Jean was a member who spent the direct the courses. Discussion is
Student
Christian
Panel Discussion
planned rather than lecturers for
summer studying in Mexico City.
work as part of her program.
Thursday, May 1
those taking the course. Professors
Convocation—Presidential
Platfrom ttic? University of Chicago will
forms
be the first to train people, then
Artist Series— Eleanor Stober
the leaders will be the ones to
train others.
Dr. Richard C. Raine>, national Friday, May 2
Geology Field T iip
In the
course itself,
entitled
ly famous Methodist figute. will
speak Sunday on “The Light of the Saturday, May 3
Great Books of the Modern World,
Kappa Alpha Theta — Pi Phi
one book will be discussed at ea' h
Southern Cross”. The talk is to oe
meeting. Seven of the hundred
based on a ten-week trip
Dr formal
authors presented in the courses,
Raines recently made through La*Track, golf, tennis— Beloit—here
land
Academy
during
Lawrence's
Tomorrow
is
going
lo
be
a
busy
in America, and is to take place at
Geology Field Trip
which will change continually over
the Methodist church, corner of
Independent Girls’ P i c n i c — day for W.R A, In the afternoon second annual Play Day.
a period of six years, ate Aristotle,
Registration and team assign T h o m a s
they are s|>onsoring a Play Day in
at 7:30 j Telulah Park
Drew and Franklin street
Aquinas, Machiavelli,
which »ix Wisconsin schools are ments will take place at the cam Shakespeare. Swift, Dostoyevskl*
Sunday, May 4
p. m. Sunday evening.
pus
gym
at
1:00.
Teams
which
are
participating and in the evening or
Dr. Raines was sent on his trip to
Vocal Recital—Waterman Studio
and Darwin.
to be composed of girls from all the
all college square dance.
at in America by the Board of
Geology Field Trip
The dance, a non-date affair. schools, will each have then own
ishops to make a survey of Metho Monday, May 5
dist missions. Colored movies taken
Lawrence College
Theatre _ though date-, aie welcome, is to be emblem and compele against the
on the trip will also be shown.
held in the campus gym from eight othcr teams in the afternoon's acArena Play
A powerful and dramatic speak
to twelve Mr. Lubaszewski, a well tivit ies.
A.A.U.P.—Dinner Meeting
er. Dr. Raines wins his audience Tuesday, May (»
Tennis and archery will be play
known caller from Minneapolis,
with his clear logic, sincerity and
Lawrence College Theatre—Arena Minnesota, will be there to call the ed on this side of the river until
delightful sense of humor Ho has Play
dances. He says that it is a good 3:la when the group moves out to
An opportunity to air theii opin
been minister of the Hennepin A ve Wednesday, May 7
idea if everyone would be at the Alexander gym to play softball un ions and attitudes on dormitory lne
nue Methodist church in Minneap
Lawrence College
Theatre — gym on time so they can learn the til 4:45. Then there will be a fret was given to 100 girls l a s t Thursday
olis since 1930.
Arena Play
dances from the beginning. Come period in which the gym will be evening. April 17. Twenty-five git Is
Thursday, May 8
later though, if you can't come open for swimming, tabic tennis and were chosen from each
underConvocation— Mace and Mortar early. Don't stay away.
volleyball.
'graduate group and met in* Main
At 6 00 Telulah Park will be the hall to fill out questionnaire:- conBoard awards
Cotton dr esse; or blue jeans will
Theatre — be in syle as a square dance is not icenc of a wienie roast ovei open taining p,.ISonal facts on family hie
Lawrence College
Arena Play
a dressy affair. There will be no fires, community singing and re-jond background, plus si x set-up
Eugene Kilinski assMat ! profes Friday, May 9
admission charge, but doughnut- taxation aftei the day s events. Win- oi-if;is of dormitory life to be solved
sor of violin at the consoi vatory,
Lawrence
College Theatre — and coke will be sold for the bene ning teams will also be announced j jn t^l0 way jj,«.
her friends, her
presented a violin recital f *r con Arena Play
then.
fit of W.R A.
mother, and her father thought best.
vocation yesterday, April Jt '1 he Saturday, May 10
About one hundied girls and ad
The ‘ anonymous questionnaire*
In the afternoon Lawrence will be
scheduled orchestra program for the
Phi Delt Bar Party
host to representatives fiom the visors from the various schools are were sent awav to be tabulated by
da v was cancelled.
Sig Ep Saloon
University of Wisconsin, Ripon. Be- expected. Thirty of these w ill be the group that h n ikin . tin study,
M r Kilinski's program corsisted
Track, golf, tennis—Ripon -here loit, Milwaukee State Teachers, our W.R A. girls who will both par- and the results will be known later
Of selections from the cla si< <l. ro
Oshkosh State Teachers and Way- ticipatc and officiate the spoils.
I in the school year.
mantic. and modern schools

JXtlitTiols iti Aft”

Sunset Elects
New Members

Exhibited in
Library This Week

Religion to be
Discussed by
Faculty Panel

Great Books Series
To Give Citizens
Liberal Education

Chem Students
Visit Paper Plant '

ß ilil-O G S u lt

Kneale to Give
Demonstration

Spanish Club Views
Slides of Mexico

Raines Gives
Religious Talk
Sunday Night

Ï

Kilinski Presents
Recital at Convo

W .R .A . Square Dance
Will Climax Play Day

Girls Dorm Life
Subject of Recent
College Survey
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Eleanor Steber Gives
Artist Series Concert
Eleanor Steber, Metropolitan op
era soprano, w ill conclude the col
lege artist series with a concert
Thursday evening, May 1. Miss
Steber was not originally scheduled
for the concert series, but is substi
tuting for Licia Albanese, also of
the Metropolitan, who was to have
made an Appleton appearance in
March.
Miss Steber Is representative of
the growing musical trend toward
“home” musical education for con
cert stars, for she has done her

American Affairs
Subject of Forum
Some of the brightest, most ar
ticulate young women students
from America’s eastern, midwestern
and southern colleges and universi
ties w ill confront the greatest issue
of the postwar period — SovietAmerican relations — when Mademoliselle’s Fourth Annual College
Forum is held in New York City
on Saturday, April 26.
Outstanding authorities on inter
national relations and inter-nationally known journalists and foreign
correspondents who have served in
the areas under
discussion will
speak at the forum, together with
a student panel. The panel will
consists of representatives of five
ELEANOR STEBER, gifted leading colleges, Sarah Lawrence,
soprano, presents the lost pro Mount Holyoke, Vassar, Stanford
gram of the A rtists' Series and Columbia.
next Thursday evening.
Also participating in the Forum
w ill
be students from
Czecho
slovakia, Brazil, India, and Grrece.

studying exclusively in the United
States. Until recent year« it was
thought that European training was
essential to success in the concert
field, but a group of young musi
cians, Miss Steber among them,
have demonstrated through their
work on the “Metropolitan A udi
tions of the A ir” that American
training is Just as thorough.
Winning the Metropolitan audi
tions in 1940, Miss Steber later in
the year made her debut there in
the difficult ingenue role of Sophie
in Strauss’s “Der Rosenkavalier.”
She has been at the Metropolitan
for the past seven seasons and is
known for her interpretations of
Violetta in Verdi’s “La Traviata,”
Eva in “Die Meistersinger” and
Cellists, violinist«, pianists and vo Donna Elvira in Mozart's “Don
calists performed April 21 in a re Giovanni.”
cital at the conservatory. The cell- ( Miss Steber lias also been promi
The opening date for sorority fall
iats performing were Ethel Lou nent on the radio networks. She
Stanek and Meredith McCarthy, i has appeared on "The Pause that rushing has been set by Panhellenic
Vocalists were Marion Mattick, , Refreshes,’’ “Ford Hour,” “Metro council for September 21. Rushing
Nancy Stolp, George Larsen and politan Opera Present*,” "Voice of will last until September 28, which
A llen Pitt.
Firestone,” "Harvest of Stars.” and
is the day on which pledging w ill
Mary Lou Grimm , Barbara Tay the Chrysler programs.
be held.
lor and Paul Jackson were the
pianists, and the sole violinist was
The council also voted to con
b ill Siebers, Bob Dietz and Freeman
tinue the practice of forbidding
Em peon accompanied.
summer rushing.
The weekly conservatory broad
Members of the geology depart
Sororities w ill participate in the
cast continues every Wednesday
ment's “Hot Rocks C lub” drove to impending Centennial celebration,
evening at 9:30 p.m. over WHBY.
Dodgeville, Wisconsin, F r i d a y .
by presenting varied exhibits.
March 28, and spent the following
day examining the zinc mines of
that area. The 110-foot drop in an
ore bucket to the working level of
“Morality of Strikes” will be the the Dodgeville No. 2 mine wa? pro
topic of the Rev. Gereon Lindsay nounced the highlight of the trip.
“World Government, A Compell
when he speaks to the Newman
Crushing, jigging and flotation ol ing Necessity” was the theme of Mr.
rlu b Sunday afternoon. Rev. L ind
the ore were observed at the Dodgesay is a priest in the Monte AlverJoseph E. Atchison’s talk at the
ville mill.
no Retreat House. The club will
Saturday afternoon was spent at meeting of the International Rela
meet at the Hamar Union at 2:15.
the Inland Lead and Zinc Com tions club Wednesday evening. A
pany's open pit and horizontal tun movie. “How to Conquer WTar’’ was
nel near Livingston which afforded
included in the program.
excellent collecting.
Mr Atchison is from Neenah and
The trip home included a stop
over at Cave of the Mounds west of received his Ph. D. from the Insti
tute of Paper Chemistry in 1942.
Madison.

Musicians Give
Recital Monday

Sorority Rushing
Dates Decided

"Hot Rocks Club"
Views Zinc Mines

Rev. Lindsay Will
Speak on Strikes

Atchinson Talks
To IRC Group

SPORTSMEN SAY

Modern Dry Cleaner

Robert Barnes
To Given Piano
Recital Sunday
Robert Barnes, an advanced pi
ano student of Gladys Ives Brainard at the conservatory, w ill be pre
sented in a recital at 4 o'clock Sun
day afternoon in Peabody hall. The
recital, originally scheduled earlier,
was postponed because of illness.
Mr. Barnes w ill be assisted in the
program by Miss Gerhartz, a con
tralto pupil of Marshall B. Hulbert.
Barnes, who attended Lawrence
for several years before the war,
has now resumed his studies at the
conservatory. He has been heard
extensively as a pianist in his home
town, Oshkosh and in Appleton, ap
pearing most recently in an allSchumann recital at the conserva
tory. He has also participated lately
in the conservatory radio series
over the local station. Barnes is a
member of the Lawrence college
choir and sings at the First Congre
gational Church in Appleton.
Miss Gerhartz is an officer in Sig
ma Alpha Iota, national profession
al music sorority, and has become
well known as a soloist with church
choirs and Lawrence choral groups.
She citrrently is contralto soloist at
the First Methodist Church.

Senior Women
Honored at Tea

BETTER DRY CLEANING

Senior women and their advisers
were honored at a tea Thursday,
April, 24. from 3:30-5 p.m. The tea
was directed by L.W.A. and was
held at Russell Sage hall. Pat Joh n
son and Carroll Hedges sang sev
eral selections.

222 East College Ave.

The same building as
Your East End Postal Sub-Station
Gladly delivered to your residential unit.

Students Can
Study in South
Houston University
Sponsors Schools in
Guatemala, Mexico
College students t h r o u g h o u t
America have be^n invited to attand
the two summer centers of Mexioo
and Guatemala, sponsored by the
University of Houston, President
E. E. Oberholtzer of the Univarkity of Houston has announced.
The Mexico center is now in ttfl
4th year, while the Guatemala can*
ter is in its 2nd year. The latta?
was the first such center aval
opened in Guatemala by an Amarican college.
The Mexico group
leaves Houston June 3 and returns
August 20.
“Both centers feature courses la
English of social, economic and cul*
tural conditions of the respectiva
countries, integrated with
field
trips to numerous places and insti
tutions of cultural and historical
signifance within and outside of t h i
capital cities,” Dr. Joseph S. Werlin,
director, explained.
Students w ill leave Houston b f
train and bus for Mexico City. T h f
Guatemala group flies from Mexi*
co City to Guatemala City.
The courses offer standard col»
lege credit in sociology, history og
Spanish to students of all deparV
ments and divisions on both undaf*
graduate and graduate levels. Stti»
dents may also attend on a non*
credit basis and the courses a i t
open to non-students as well.
■3
“Both centers offer students a$
excellent opportunity to obtaty
first-hand information about our
neighbors south of the border, p lu i
an opportunity to enjoy a vacation*
like trip,” Dr. Werlin said.
Approximate cost for the Mexico
center is $175.00 which in c lu d S S ^ ^ ^
all expenses from Houston and rf*||
turn, save tuition and meals
Mexico City, The Gutemala cents»
costs $300.00 for all expenses from
Houston to Houston except tuition.
These centers are recognized by
the Veteran’s Administration and
veterans are exempt from tuition
and. .receive their usual subsistence
allowance. Enrollment is arranged
through a letter of eligibility frond
the local Veteran’s Administration
of the student.
International study c e n t e r s
throughout the world are b e in i
planned by the university, witn
prospects for a summer center In
Paris in 1949 and later sessions In
South Europe, North Africa, the
U.S.S.R., and the Far East, with
terms in the east and west alternating annually.
Further information may be ob
tained from Doctor Joseph S. Warlin at the University of Houston,
Houston, Texas.

fltSCHPTION StIVICt

FOUR SE A SO N — the sport
jacket you wouldn't swap for
a shelf of trophies! it s worn
the year round and for every
sport! Designed in the tradi
tional ffJrs c Jk - W 'a l* out
door manner1

We Also Have
Selected Lines of
Toiletries

JCufxkdtl*-

LUNCH

FOUR SEASON

ill-

»■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ i

SELLING’S
Prescription Pharmacy
Phone 131

Jacket
Tailored ol

ADIRONDACK
POPLIN

When Going

Wind and rain resist
ant fra* swing bock
and concsaled elastic
hips lor snugnsts t l 1 O C
Zipper pockets A vi P » I
front. G*t one*
Attractive Color»

to o
Party — Dance — Game

J

/'

POND
SPORT SHOP
133 C. Collego Ars.

AFTER THE SHOW TRY

C A LL-

8600

RED TOP CAB CO.
209 N. ONEIDA

Sandwiches and Fountain Service
211 W. Collage Are.

%

Social Groups Plan
Formals and Outings

Ming and Ward
Attend Meeting
Of Musicians

Westons Honored
By Eta Sigma Phi
Eta Sigma Phi, classical languages
honorary fraternity, will give a tea
for Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Weston
in Miss Wiegand’s suite at Sage
hall.
Professor Weston and his
family are leaving Lawrence this
summer for Los Angeles, where
Mr. Weston is to take over the posi
tion of associate professor of classics
at U.C.L.A.
Latin students of Appleton high
school were feted by Eta Sigma Phi
A pril 18. when a tea was given
ior them in Main hall. Barbara
Genrich, Larry Hastings and James
Primley entertained the group with
a reading of Sophocles’ "Antigone.”

Lawrentian 3
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Art Club Elects
New Officers

Spring is in the air and campus social groups are turning their thought»
to spring outings and formals. Some of the Campus groups have al
ready elected the officers who w ill lead them through the coming school
New officers of the Art associa
James M ing and W illiam Ward
year. Discussion groups are proving quite popular, and social organiza
tions seem to be taking advantage of the wealth of knowledge on the represented the Lawrence conserva
tion are to be elected at a special
Lawrence campus. Fraternities and sororities are activating pledges tory of music at the 22nd annual
now that the midsemester grades are out.
meeting Tuesday evening, A pril 29,
Kappa Delta-A.D. Pi
--- I------------------------- meeting of the National association
in Room 49, Main hall, at 6:30. All
The A.D. Pi-K.D. formal w ill be Sigma, Phi Epsilon Monday night of schools of music held recently
:-I-■
* A* pril
-•• —
“
held Saturday night,
26, from members are eligible to vote.
They are Spence Potter, Fuzzy at the Hotel Jefferson in St. Louis,
8:00 to 12:00 p. m. at the Masonic Hunger, Don Dawson and
Roy Missouri. The
association is the
The social and program chairman*
temple. Music w ill be furnished by Stark.
only national accrediting body for
Clarence Edges’ orchestra. Mr. and
ships were incorporated into one
Beta Theta Pi
Mrs. Irion, Mr. and Mrs. Jones and
Beta Theta Pi w ill entertain Del educational institutions in the field
office by a vote at the meeting last
Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Beson nave ta Gamma at a tea on Sunday af of music in the United States.
ternoon from 2:30 to 4:00.
been invited to chaperone. .
w’eek. Activities the Art associa
Its membership consists of more
Beta announces the initiation of than 160 of the foremost colleges,
Sigma Alpha Iota
tion has carried out this year were
Betty Gordon, newly
elected Robert Brebner, Donald Boya and universities and conservatories in
Thomas
West.
FUinmarized by Bob Nolan, retiring
president of Sigma Alpha Iota, re
the nation, including a select list of
Delta Gamma
ceived the gavel from Ellen Jane
prepartory schools and junior col
president, and Mr. (hooks. adviser.
Best wishes to D. G. Diana
Smith, retiring president at a re -1 (,.Dee..) Drake-proud possessor" of leges. The organization has been
Two
men and two women, repre
improving musical
cent meeting. Dottie Shewmon was ^
£ Dick Flicker's fraternity pin influential in
standards during the past two de
Chosen vice-president; Myra Bakka,
Alpha Delta Pi
Herbert Spiegelberg, professor of senting the various branches of art,
corresponding secretary; Barbara | A ipha Deita Pi had a Cokc parly cades. institutional membership be- i
philosophy, spoke to members of the have lectured to the club. They
ing
granted
only
after
a
thorough
Donahue, recording secretary; Jo |n
rooms Sunday afternoon. EnGerman club at their meeting last
A nn Deacon and Arione Larson, tertainment was provided by Mari*| examination of each institution by night. Mr. Spiegelberg is a native of were.a painter, an architect, a de
co-social chairmen. June Gerhartz iyn Larson, Mary Shubert
and representatives of the commission
Germany and attended German uni signer and a decorator. A sculptor
on curricula.
was reelected treasurer of the so- ( Jeanne Craig,
versities before coining to America. is scheduled.
rority.
Alpha Chi Omega
Rosemary Fulton, Maryellen Jen-J Congratulations to Alpha Chi's, 7/iose Indiana Coeds
sou, Nancy Grady, Lois Seggelink, new pledge, Sarah
Haworth of t
List Losers First;
Lita Spoerl, Ethel Lou Stanek and Gary. Indiana.
Peggy Zim merm an will be initiated
Best wishes are in order for El
into Sigma Alpha Iota on Saturday, sie Scheu. who received a diamond Head for Library
A p ril 26.
An Indiana coed left a list with
from Dan Voelker of Lakewood,
JUNE 26 - SEPT. 1 (68 DAYS)
Independent Women
her roommate—to avoid confusion,
Ohio.
It' you can hold a weime over a{ News of the -marriage of Doris she claimed. It read like this:
Sponsored by UNIV. of COLOMBIA, BOGOTA
fire and have Saturday afternoon, Blaesing to former Lawrentian Jim
“If I get a call from:
May 3. free, you’re invited to the Zambon, on April 26, has reached
Mort—I have a guest for the
Student Tour by A ir, with long stops in M exico, G uate
Independent G irl’s picnic at Telu- this campus.
weekend.
lah Park. Watch your dorm bulleBob—I've gone to Naptown.
m ala, El Salvador, N icarag ua, Costa R ica, and Panam a.
The North Central province piesitin-board for further details.
Squeezy—Gone home. Don't ever
dcnt of Alpha Chi Omega, Mrs.
V ia M agdalena River Boat in Colom bia, 32 days in
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Burton Pearsall, visited the chap expect to be back.
Professor Warren Beck was d in
Richard—I’m
in
the
library.
Come
Bogota. Live in private home. Credits granted by Uni
ner guest of the Sig Eps last night. ter last week. A tea was held in on over.”
the
Alpha
Chi
suite
of
rooms
in
;
versity of Colom bia, m ay be transferred.
Return via
Professor Beck is an alumnus of
her honor on Wednesday. April 16.1
the SiR Eps.
Caribbean
Islands
and
M
iam
i
with
stopovers
W ARNER BROS.
Phi Delta Theta
Preparations are under way for
Phi Dolt social activities for the
the annual Sig Epsaloon. It will be
APPLETON NOW
Ask for Folder
a costume party, and, as usual. weekend center around a "get-tomany of the alumni will be on hand gether” scheduled with the WisconINGRID BERGMAN
Prof. Jose Sanchez, Dept, of Romance Lang.
to tdd cheer to the gala affair
sin Phi Dclt chapter at Madison.
ROBT. MONTGOMERY
New members were taken into Forty of the brothers are expected j
in
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Illinois.
to make the trip. Two dinners, an
evening party and athletic contests
RAGE in HEAVEN"
between the two chapters headline
P I.I1
the weekend. The Wiscon.-in Phi
Delt chapter is expecied to return
"Out
Californio
Way'
The Oregon Daily Etnerald tells the visit next year.
— In Trucolor —
of Ht. eastern paper which in refer*
,,
. i Last uiKiii
oi
night rrcMuwn
President \_roneis
Croneis of
Starring MONTE HALE
em e to a venerable war veteran ot Be,ojt c0„
at
,,hi ^ . j ,
«IOP.OU. past, made the m b ar- Founder's Day riSnqud.
er™r ° ’ callmR hlm a ba" , r -1 Wednesday evening the followinn
®c‘l! '
* c an.
pledges became Phi Dclt actives:
With the ind'gnant remarks oi the u
E,„ on, B m Thompson. Don
old sold.er. family rinsing in his p
L) d Nie|son c|a||de Rodt.
ears, the editor quickly ordered that k
D„ n Koskincn Rav .,„nes
a col lection be made This w a s , n
Jorsens<,n G„ irc<. Fredericks.
the item apoloiiued for , John Cochrane. Don U tter. Jack
L a
. V bottle' h I* _____
Hendrickson
and Paul Pavlock.
meant to call the L
man
______________________
scarred” veteran.

Germans Hear
Mr. Spiegelberg

HELD COURSES IN SPANISH

Vets Family Raises
Trouble for Paper

BETWEEN CLASSES art AFTER SCHOOL

Expert

Phi Sigma Iota
Holds Discussion

IM TEOHMCOlOft

J©LSON

At a meeting of Phi Sigma Iota
V
Î
held April 17 in Miss Duffy’s apart* {
ment at Sage cottage, a paj>er on
the Spanish Revolution was read bv
Betty Foulke There was a general
LA R R Y PARKS
discussion of the paper after it had
V
|\ K
EVElYN KEYES
been read.
Ny 1 1 \
WIIUAM DEMARIST
Further discussion came up re
i emu«»* sc»uti
garding the Phi Sigma Iota confer-1
ence which w ill be held at North-;
western university in May. As yet.'
NOW!
the group has not decided upon the '
delegates it will send to the con

ference.

Give Her Flowers...
FOR E V E R Y O C C A SIO N

Tennis Racket
Re-Stringing
All rackets re-strung
with the
SERRANO NO AWL
HYDRAULIC STRINGER
Silk-Nylon and Gut

POND
SPORT SHOP
133 E. College Ave.
Phone 1980

y .1*\

/ -

<

_

_

Light Lunches — Malteds — Sodas — Sundaes

VOIGT’S Drug Store
"YOU KNOW THE PLACE"
Phone 754 755
134 E. College Ave.

IT 'S FLO W ER S FRO M
R IV E R S ID E .

Don’t Make A MISTAKE. . .
And Put Your Winter Clothing Away
Without A Thorough Cleaning!
Soiled clothing attracts moths and is subject to decay. Make your clothing last
longer by having a thorough cleaning job, and when you take that suit or dress
out or storage next fall, you'll be sure it is in good condition.
Our Corsages A rrive Garden Fresh.
Order from us today.
Phone 5400

We Deliver.
Phone 3012

RIVERSIDE GREENHOUSE
1236 E. Pacific St.

SEND A PENNY POST CARD AND OUR ROUTE MAN W ILL CALL

128 N. Oneida St.

Peerless Laundry &Dry Cleaners
518 W. College Ave.
Phone 667
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY WITH YOUR DRY CLEANING
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4 Low rent ¡an

And What Are You Doing Here?
If a man paid $100 for seventy-five dollars
worth of goods he would be branded a fool. But
what of the college student who pays over $1,000
a year for his education and then takes courses
which w ill be of little benefit to him? These
questions are important to those who will still
register and to thoso who may wish to recon
sider their registration.
We come to Lawrence with an educational
Ideal: the finest and broadest preparation possi
ble. Later we choose a major field and concen
trate our work here. The college cour.se plan is
varied and well planned. W ithin the frame
work we can find the education we seek; the re
quirements for concentrated work are . now
clearly defined. The tools of intelligent course
scheduling are ours.
Too often, though, the student defeats him 
self. He plans a program of “easy” courses at
convenient hours. Despite his adviser’s advice
he insists upon accumulating unrelated credits
which have little meaning to himself and his ob-

jectives.

Later he may be forced to overload

one year’s plan with intensive and detailed
courses and can at best do only slip-shod work.
A student frequently finds he has aban
doned a possible career because he did not like
the basic course leading to advanced learning
in the field. He owes it to himself to investigate
further at a more advanced level; maybe he will
rediscover his interest. He should also pursue
courses in another possible line; work in major
requirements is easier if spread throughout sev
eral years. Especially is it necessary to begin
planning if the student contemplates graduate
or professional work.
Planning registration takes time. We should
consult the professors teaching
prospective
courses; we should draw up tentative programs
which are balanced by needs and not by expe
diences. Well-organized nd intelligent plan
ning of our college education can insure more
value received for every dollar paid.

Editor Wants
Your V iew s;
W rite Letters

IT’S YOU R M ONEY the executive committee spends and your
student body president is chairman of that committee. He preside*
at all meetings of the student body and at student convocation».
Through various sub-committees he administers your all-collegf
social, pep, and homecoming programs, Olive Hamar Union, and
any other matters pertaining to the welfare of the student body not
provided for in the student body constitution.
Remember when you elect a student body president you ar«
electing an executive. Vote for the man you believe is most capablo
of performing the duties of the office.

Vet Hubbies Say Profs
Unfair to Marriage

Do You M ind i f .
BY TAPWING
. amid the honking of auto
mobile horns and the cheers of the
T H IS o n e s a
iC N io e
S h e j u s t r o u ito
o u r s tirs
popul.ice, the local fire-eaters put
U C K IH G
3 C B .C D I T M O U t t S r o e G P A P U A T I O H /
oi> a thrilling demonstration last
Saturday The feature attraction of
tins coloss.il extravaganza was A p
pleton’s new fir«* truck, which rep
resents the latest thing in fire
lighting equipment in that it is
neither chain driven, nor hand opeiated'
. rumot has it that the C. S
S U »Committee for Speedier Ser- i
With final exams once more approaching many of us are be
vice a* th«* Union*, formed in 194t5
A D., starved to death while wait- coming especial concerned about the problem of lighting in the li
ii.g for their morning coffee. .
brary. As one student ruefully remarked, ’i f light is the Lawrence
iUquiescat en pace
. regardless of who wins the watchword, our library isn’t displaying true Lawrentian spirit.” So,
coming election, were still doing
busncss under the same old man for those who dash home for their Murine after an evening of study
agement
ing at the library, here are some of the facts on the problem.
several of the "younger set”
The administration is fully aware of the situation, and lighting
trembled in their bools as the local
gendarmes ran rampant through engineers have been consulted to determine the most expedient way
Appleton’s numerous liquitoriums
last week Have you been 21 lately? of remedying the poor lighting. Table lighting is no longer accepted
Schulman really said a mouth as a satisfactory means of lighting a study room, and when a change
fu l m convocation last week Too is made the preferred overhead fluorescent lights will be installed.
bad so few people were there to
However, in our library this entails several new problems. The
hear it. llis small audience was so

Library Lighting Is B a d -

Here's W hat Is Being Done
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such major issues as reparations, control of the Ruhr, and tftf
form of the German government still remained unsettled. Meanwhil#
there was much speculation concerning the hour-and-a-half conference
between Stalin and Marshall.
About 550 Persons Were Hilled. . .
. . . and 3,000 were injured in Texas City as a result of a chain ol
explosions set off by the explosion of the French Line freighter Grand»
camp. The ship was loaded with ammonium nitrate to be used in Franc*
as fertilizer.
On the Labor Front. . .
330.000 telephone workers continued the only strike of national
importance now in progress. Negotiations continued as funds of the strikers ran lower and the company began to ie tl the loss of revenue.
In Congress . .
. . . the House passed a drastic labor measure. At the same time th«
Senate Labor committee presented a slightly milder bill for discussion
on the floor. There were indications that the bill might also be mad«
more severe.
More Trouble in Palestine. . t.
. . . was another of the week’s developments. Execution by British
officials of Jewish terrorists w h s followed by more riots and by the
blowing up of a British troop train near Tel Aviv.
President Truman. . .
. . . speaking Monday at an Associated Press luncheon in New Yorlf
once again warned the American people of the dangers of inflation.
appealed to industry, business, labor, and agriculture interests to do
their part in lowering prices.
General Ching Chun. . .
. . . was named as China’s new premier by Generalissimo Chiang Kai*
shek who has been serving in the position himself since the resignation
of T. V. Soong on March 31.

It’s Your Money!

The “Lawrentian” invites stu
dents and faculty alike to use the
“Letters to the Editor” column to
•xpress their views on matters of
common interest. Contributors are
subject only to the restriction that
there shall be no libel and that the
length of the articles be within 200
words. Articles will be accepted up
to 8 p m of the Monday preceding
the Friday of publication.
Contributions must be signed as
an evidence of good faith but the
authorship will not be divulged un
less so desired by the writer. If it is
at all possible the letters will be
printed the week in which they are
Mibinitted. The editors are not re
sponsible for any expression of
opinion through the “Letters to the
Kditor" column, and such opinion is
in no way related to the editorial
policy of the paper.

*7(4# jHawlentian

At the Foreign Ministers’ Conference at Moscow. . .

present outlets arc insufficient in number for satisfactory lighting,
and, if the job is to be done right, the ceilings of all the rooms
would have to be rewired—a project requiring among other things
the removal and later replacement of the expensive acoustical plaster
on the library ceiling
As for the carrels, the insufficient lighting there has been a source
of trouble for some time. During the war it was impossible to get
any lighting materials and consequently nothing could be done about
these lights. Now with the close of the war and the availability of
materials once again it is hoped that improvements can be made.
Perhaps the designer of our seal had the right idea after all -“Light more light.”
absorbed you could have heard a
a stitch drop.
. . we hear there's a dark horse
running for prom king. (This mod
el comes complct with collar and
accessories.) . . . the name is Lap
wing. not Tapwing Don't net us
mixed i.p with the numerous other
queer birds on campus.
. we have a pretty good idea as
to ’’where you’re sitting.” Damon
and Pythias , .
Hows Kilroy
these days ? ? ? ?
. . . we propose a toast to our

who'll never be a “biR man on
campus.” because he's too big a
man. The Littleguy whose wallet is
hs empty as his heart is full. He'll
always be a fall guy for Mr. Bigguy.
who’ll laugh at his stupid “ideals,”
take him foi a sucker, and give him
the brush-off every time. Why?
Littleguy’s just built that way . .
Here’s to you, Littleguy, for keep
ing your mouth shut, your mind
open, and your nose clean. You'll
never make history . . . you are
history.
. . . . w ell bite. “THANKS FOR

hero, Joe Littleguy. The Littleguy WHAT MEMORIES.”

BY NANCY KIN GSBU RY
Married veterans of Drake u n i name “Heretics" was suggested be
versity are protesting that the pro cause classical Christianity is often
fessors of the university are unfair considered the modern heresy.
The Minnesota “Daily” reports
to organized marriage. One stu
that
although it wasn't in the recipe,
dent explained, “Poor grades re
ceived in my subjects have made Polly Drahcim, home economics
life at my home miserable. It seems junior, put her hand in the electric
my young son attending a near-by mixer while tossing up a tasty con
school, brought his
report card coction for her quantity cookery
home the same day I presented my class Miss Draheim is now a pa
marks to his mother. He received tient at the health service with a
several “A's” and “ B's” while my fractured thumb. The mixing bowl
grades were straining at the “C” was not damaged.
level.
A reporter for the “Illinois Tech
“He now sits at the head of the nology News” insists that the three
dinner table, reads the paper before ways to avoid embarrassment when
I do and chooses the radio pro you fall on the dance floor ate: (1)
grams. It’s demoralizing.”
Just lie there; they will think you
After the word had circulated fainted. <2) Get up gracefully. <3)
about the Notre Dame campus that Start mopping the floor with your
Bob Feller had signed for $90,000 handkerchief; they'll think you
this season and that Ted Williams work there.
was to receive $75,000. at the call
ing of the first baseball practice
the coach was surprised to find
himself surrounded by 323 pitchers
and 175 left-fielders.
The students of Washington u ni
versity have become quite discour
A modification of its traditional
aged about their grades. One young
instructor attempted to revive the electne system has been inaugur
spirits of his class after they had ated by Coker College, Hartsville,
received particularly low numerical S. C. The major feature is a fourgrades. “After all.” he rationalized. year required survey of human cul
I once got an “A" out of a course ture This course is offered cur
rently in 1he freshman year, and it
with a 65 average.”
And someone at the lower end of is to be offered at progressively
the curve questioned, “Your father higher levels in the next three
years, so that—beginning with the
still working here?”
The new actives of the frats on class of 1950- all students will com
campus who think they went plete the survey.
The new culture course is de
through a lot to be activated should
lend an ear to the tales of woe that signed to give a comprehensive sur
could be told by the new initiates vey of the humanities, the fine arts,
of Monmouth college. These lucky and physical and social ..ciences,
individuals have had the pleasure from earliest to contemporary times.
of counting the bricks in the Mon Period from the dawn of history
mouth city blocks, but that is only to the Christian era w ill be cover
a minor detail in their require ed at the freshman level. Sopho
ments for activation
Before be mores w ill be brought up to the
coming an active member of a fra sixteenth century, and juniors to
ternity on the campus it was nec the present century. Modern times
essary for each pledge to actually are to be studied in the senior year.
hatch a baby chick by keeping the The hope is to make the student*
egg under his arm. Must have been aware of m an’s main achievements
in all the major fields of knowl
a little uncomfortable after the first
edge.
week or so.
“The Heretics” is the title of the' A syllabus for the first year has
been prepared by a faculty commit
new department of the religion club
tee Two general lecture and three
at Beloit. The club is open to all
sectional and review periods are
persons who have taken one or more
scheduled weekly for the course,
courses in religion and to any
which gives six semester hours of
guests they may care to bring. There
credit for the year.
is no formal program planned, but
A major field of concentration is
a full hour of informal discussion required of students, but no m in
will be based on any problem relat or fields of concentration are re

Coker College
Inaugurates
New System

ed to personal Christianity.

The quired .
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Carroll College Host
To Lawrence Golfers
DGs, Pi Phis
Tie for First
In Basketball
After a hard and close battle, the
D.G.s and Pi Phis tied for first place
in the inler-sororily basketball tour
nament. The Thetas came in third.
During the playoffs it was anyone's
guess as to who would win, with
three evenly matched teams.
Because of the tie the D. G.s are
still only 20 points ahead of the Pi
Phis in the inter-sorority compe
tition race.
Inter-class softball started this
week with seven teams entered in
the tournament. These teams have
been divided into two leagues so
the games may be played off more
quickly than in a round robin tour
nament. Playoffs for t£e leagues
w ill begin May 2 or 3.
Red Ruffing has won more ball
games than any other major league
action in one of last week s exciting girls basketball games. W ith o three-way tie between hurler now active. Big Red copped
wins against 220 defeats in 20
these two sororities and the Thetas, the girls are all fighting for a first place. The series ended 270
years with the Red Sox and Y an
in a tie between the Delto Gammas and the Pi Phis. (Photo by Perschbacher)
kees.

LING IT OUT ON THE BASKETBALL FLOOR — Delto Gammas and Pi Phis go into

The Tip Off
.BY DAVE BRO OK ER.

BY DAVE BROOKER
Well, Leo s lip finally got him into trouble. Maybe it was the Time mag
azine jin x that polished him off, but we doubt it. (Time has a peculiar
habit of running pictures of sports stars on the cover just before fate
catches up with them). In light of the facts, it seems
that Happy Chandler thought it was about time he
did something, even if it was wrong. So, Leo, the idol
of the more loud-mouthed Brooklynites, was suspend
ed for a year.
Maybe C handler was too tough. It dors look like
Durocher was made the scapegoat and dealt with
pretty severely. Be that as it may, I.ippy Leo has been
sticking out his ehin for a long time and he finally
got it rlipprd. If Lro was a man of principle, we
might feel sorry for him. As it is. we're inclined to
think baseball will benefit by his absence.
The Harvard Crimson immediately offered Durocher
a haven of rest. Tut! Tut! Leo at Harvard! We thought
Vfeselton
that was a school for gentlemen.
football To Be Previewed
Better set aside May 1 or 2 as the day to watch the 1947 version of
the Lawrence football team stage their intra-squad battle. Coach Heselton
w ill send his squad through a regulation game as the climax of the spring
lootball drills.
Lawrence and Carroll will get
star can still help the Green Bay
together in three sports tomorrow
club. If the Packers could find a
The Pioneers and Vikings will clash passer they might be tough . . .
.
in tennis, golf and track . . . The Coach Denny likes to fish, and this
Giants and Phillies once played a year will concentrate his efforts on
full nine inning baseball game in the trout streams in this area of
51 minutes. The Giants won 6-1 Wisconsin . . . .
Sixty-one base
. . . . U tile Cornell did right well ball enthusiasts tried out for the
in the
national inter-collegiate diamond .sport down at Monmouth.
wrestling finals, upsetting favorites It will be the first time in 10 years
Iowa State and Oklahoma A. and M. that the Fighting Scouts have had a
to win easily . . . . Ward CufT goes baseball team. Lawrence took a
to the Packers. The former Mar fling at baseball during the V*12
quette U. and New Yoik Giants days and didn't do badly at all.

Strong Badger Team
Defeats Vike Netmen
Lawrence's tennis
team went
down in defeat last Saturday when
the Vikings
lost
to Wisconsin’s
Badgers by the score of 8 to 1.
The single victory for l<awrence
was won by Henry Dupont who
beat Wisconsin’s captain and No. 1

Grinnell Shakes Up
Coaching Staff
Grinnell college recently hired
head coaches in three major sports—
football, basketball and track, with
each new head mentor to take over
at the start of the 1947 term.
Bernard F. Oakes, head grid coach
at I he University of Wyoming since
1941, replaces Ben Douglas, who
resigned to take over coaching
chores at Colorado college Oakes
will arrive on the Grinnell campus
in time to head the spring football
drills.
Walter B Dobbs, head basketball
coach at Whitman college in Walla
Walla, Washington, and Francis X.
Gret/meyer, Jr., former track coach
at Dcs Moines’s North high school,
will take over their new posts in
the fall.

Long Run Suggested
But Which W ay

singles player, Herb Hentzen, 4-6,
6-2, 6-3. A summary of the matches
played in the Badger fieldhouse are
as follows:
Singles — Henry Dupont, Law
rence, beat Herb Hentzen, Wiscon
sin, 4-6, 6-2. 6-3; Bill Rogers, Wis
consin, beat Dirk Flom, laiwrence.
3-6, 6-2, 6-4; Herbert Schneider,
.Wisconsin, beat Dale Rank, Law
rence, 6-1, 6-3; Donald Easum, Wis
consin. beat Jack Pinkerton, Law
rence. 2-6, 6-2, 8-6; Arno Platz,
Wisconsin, beat Dave Weber, Law
rence, 6-1, 6-4; Dick New, Wiscon
sin, beat Don Ziebell, Lawrence, 6*
3, 6-0.
Doubles — Hentzen - Schneider,
Wisconsin, beat Dupont-Flom, Lawrence, 6-4, 6-3; Rogers-Kasum, Wis
consin, beat Rank-W'eber, Law
rence, 6-2, 8-6; Plotz-New, Wiscon
sin. beat Pinkerton-Cooper, Law
rence, 4-6. 7-6, 6-2.
The Vikings will play against
Carroll college this Saturday at
Carroll. The potentialities of Car
roll’s tennis team are not predict
able at this time, but Lawrence's
varsity team will suffer the loss of
Dick Flom at this meet Flom will
give up his tennis playing for a
position on the Lawrence track
team.

The Viking golfers» w ill swing
against the varsity team of Carroll
college at W’aukesha, Wisconsin thia
Saturday to open Lawrence’s golf
season for 1947. Last year Lawrence’s Midwest

t

C h a mpionship
team
defeated

score of 12 to 1.
Coach Bernie
Heselton
a nthe

prospect*

team this «year
include
four
1e 11 e rmen —
Don
S t r u 1 1,
Strut*
Flicker
and A1 Braun, No. 1, No. 2 and No.
•* player respectively on last year’*
victorious golf team, and Gus Rad
ford, who won his letter at Law
rence during the V-12 program in
1943. In addition to these lettermen,
several other prospects. Carl Laumann Don Jabas. Dick Artz, Bob
Sperry Jim Williamson and Walter
Lund, show promises of forming
another ureal
Lawrence varsity
team.
Team W ill Be Chosen
Lawrence's varsity team, consist
ing of 6 to 10 men. will be selected
by Coach Heselton on the basis of
the results of the preliminary try
outs. which were held last Wednes
day at Appleton’s Municipal golf
course. Four of these boys from th f
select»d team will travel to Carroll
to represent 1Juvrence at the sched
uled meet for this Saturday.
Following ihe Carroll tournament
the Viking's golf team will complete
at home in an intersquad play-off
to determine the four men who w ill
tee-off against the Wisconsin boy*
from Madison on May 2 at Ihe Riverview country club,
The following calendar lists I<awrence's golf meets for this season:
April 26 Carroll—there.
May 2—Wisconsin—here at Riverview country club.
May 3 Beloit—here at Rivorview
country club
May 10 Hipon-here at Riverview country club
May
16 Midwest
Conference
meet at Carlrton college
May 17 Northfield, Minnesota.
May 20
Lawrence's
Collegf
John
C Hammer
and All
Mary
r.oit
meet
Appleton's
Grimmat w*
n Heeled Municipal
president golf
and
com
se.
secretary
of the Fly-Fishing and
May 24 State
Championship
at
Bait-Casting
club at
a meeting held
Beloit.
before spring vacation.
All students interested in the or
ganization are urged to get their
fishing equipment and come to the
next mieting.
Meetings are held
every Tuesday at 4:30 on the ob
servatory walk Instructors in both
bait and flv casting are on hand at
each meeting.
Litter in Hie year an all day trip
from Waupaca to Weyauwega will
bp held.
Mr. Denney >s the club adviser.

Hauqner, Grimm
Lead Fishing Club

At a northern university, a pro
fessor apologizing for not knowing Bowman, Wolf Named
ho
long the class had run, said
“My watch has stop)>ed and the hall Track Team Managers
clock is not running."
A voice in the back quipped, ' William Bowman. Elmwood, Wis
“There’s a calendar right behind consin, and Burkart Wolf, Menasha, second semester juniors. v’ "e
you.”
been named co-managers of the
Joe DiMaggio,
with a lifetime
Willie Hoppe, the Babe Ruth of Lawrence track team foi 194. <
billiards, won his first world title and 1948-49, according to an an batting average of .334, fell out of
delin gave the precautions for de
at iH and today, at 59, he can still nouncement by Art Denny, track the charmed circle for the first
scending ladders:
time last year, hitting a measly .290.
coach and director of athletics.
beat ’ he best of them.
‘•When you're going down, don t

Even Firemans Bride
Doesn't Go Thru This

The high moguls of .Lawrence In
stitution have found one more way
to complicate our simple lives, or
rather, protect them, as they see it.
This concerns the inmates of Orms-; look at your hands, look at your
feet—oh no — NO don t look at
by.
your feet, look at your hands.”
Firedrills have always been a
She told us that for the second
chore—rolling out of bed to the tunc
of a horrible, thundering noise, and drill the lire chief would be watchafter following the necessary in  m j nfrom below—hmmm, cheap entertainment. W'e are all determined
structions such as saving the pre
to wear blue jeans to bed during
cious econ book, tucking one's
the week that one is suspected.
toothbrush behind one's ear, shut
In the near future parachutes are
ting off the alarm button on the
expected to be issued to those on
clock, and making the bed. all the
third floor. It would save conges
dazed sleepyheads give their names
tion on the stairs. A fire pole to
to their protectors and clear out.
slide down is being considered foi
Everyone has always gone down the
those on the east end of the build
main stairway and out the back
ing
It would be highly greased be'
door, but it seems new develop
ments have developed: the side fire cause emptying the dorm in five
escapes and back porch stairs and seconds flat is the goal to which we
ladders are to be used. The trap work in fire drills
doors through the second and third
Also long ladders put up tri front
floor porches are to be opened, a n d of the doim would hi ip to add
confusion of things
the narrow stairs have freshly the
the general
geneia
painted railings. From the first Uooi What strong fireman would mind
porch, ladders are thrown down to risking his life climbing up a wob
bly ladder to a burning building to
the ground, the railing is ju m p e d ,
tu with
wnu her
im
save a coin
cold crramca
ciearned tu
coed
and presto—one more life saved.
grouchy with sleep
sleep0
At the housemeeting for the dis hair up. still
Well, let her jum p mto a net then.
closure of these plans, Claire Ban*

Wet Weather Delays Football Team
Unseasonal weather raised havoc
with spring lootb.ul practice last looked better in early scrimmages
week, but Coach Heselton is hop than at any other time in his caing that the rain rcer and the showing of Burton,
Bahnson, Spangenbeig and others
has been gratifying to the grid staff.
All-confeienct
Dick Miller has
been aiding Heselton with the line,
while Dean Bartosic and George
Lucht h a v e
■ p r jQ H iH g g i

issued and befiiordana
tween 25 and >0
reporting for each practice I«iwrence has one of the smallest
spring squads in the conference,
but in spite of the size of the turnout, Heselton is well
wel pleased wiih
■>•». showing of ....
the
his vcteians and
new men
Co-captain Carl Giordana has

Lettermen participating in the
spimg drills include Giordana and
Burton, co-eaptains; Curry, Boya,
Davis. McClellan, Landsberg. Gottsacker, Radtke, Pawer, Nielson,
Btiesing, Gr;dy, Bahnson, Grode
and
l*ar»on. Football lettermen
Flom. Forbush. Moriarty, (irode,
Ziebell and Strutz are on the track,
‘ hr
hat klu 'd W
tennis and poll teams
Wal
•
Reserves on the 1946 squad out
ha« I
for practice include Thompson,
i;iv- ft
West. Healy. Hunger, Kuester. Hast
11;1’ ptiir.’fi*- ’o I ^
ings. Chamberlain, Kafura. Sabin,
would - la’ Vike ■
Larry Eaton, Dick Eaton and Pot
ter. Reserves Sanders, Hubers, Dick
All i
n ;i i p H i
H
Nelson. Koskinen and Frailing are
from M L
out for track
ve i s
Newcomers to ihe Vike squad in
r h a m p i onship
clude Hendrickson, Inman, Spang
artenbeig. Jones, Jennings, Bickford,
for f o o t b a l l
Greco, Freeman, Heise, Hammond
practice or are
Miller
taking part in sprm* varsity sports. and W’atson.
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Libe Hounded by
Barking Beasts

Hamlin University Institutes
Classics Course Into Program

Even a hard-working janitor has
a sense of humor. Recently one of
the students in the libe stacks had
taken off her shoes and when the
janitor came by sweeping he said
81 Paul, Minn.--« I.P)—The pres
to her, “That’s where all that noise
knowledge
of
the
classics,
but
to
ent generation is fur behind in its
is coming from.”
increase
the
student’s
knowledge
knu \ledge of the literary classics,
To her questioning glance he con
and
the
new English
course through the classics. The course <•
tinued, “The dogs are barking.”
therefore
not
designed
for
literature
“Catching Up With the Classics,"
added to Hamline University’s cur and humanity majors only, but for names and works of authors who
riculum for the first time this fall, all students who would like to read have written since that time.
has been offered as a partial cor but who have never previously had
The new course was organized by
rection for those who wish to avail the opportunity to read the best.
a sub-committee of the Educational
themselves of it, according to Dr. I A pamphlet titled “Voices of the policies committee.
Some of the
T. P. Beyer, recently retired head Living Past and Voices of the L iv  books w ill be read together in class
of the English department.
ing Present,*’ edited by Dr. Beyer, and others w ill be read individual
"Catching Up With the Classics” will soon be published as a course ly and reported on. The course will
Is not meant to be simply another supplement. In the pamphlet are also include lecturers from various
course-title, Dr. Beyer said. Its ob listed names and works of 100 au departments of the university and
ject is not to increase a student’s thors before the year 1900, and 120 some outside lecturers.

DAVE

BOO

FERRISS

leading pitcher of the
American League— W -25 1*6

From Where I’m Sitting
BY RAY KINDER
and CHARLES L. KENYON
In last week’s ¿olumn it was con
tended that the vital need of Amer
ican institutions of higher learning
today is to equip their students to
meet the coming conflict between
what are loosely known as “communism’’ and “democracy:* This
can be done by a process of what
we might call “intellectual reani
mation.” This is also a very loose
term and needs thorough elabora
tion, as does the statement of “com
ing conflict.'* This struggle of ide
ologies is one not between “democ
racy” and “communism." but be
tween laissez-faire capitalism on
one side and what Paul Mattick so
cogently calls state capitalism. Both
are materialistic economic philoso
phies in which a minority exploits
the productivity of a majority—biit
here is where the great ideological
distinction comes. Laissez-faire cap
italism is that form of government
in which the power of control and
exploitation is reserved to the priv
ate individual. In State capitalism,
on the other hand, that privilege is
reserved to the State. Russians ex
plain away the autocratic revision
ist tendencies in Stalinist Russia to
day by saying that these tendencies
are a necessary prelude to pure so
cialism; and that they “protect” the
state from the “incursions” of ex
ternal “laissez faire” capitalism
through counter revolution, bour
geois revisionism, and economic
and political pressure by foreign
countries. The exploitation, as evi
dent in Russia as in a bourgeois
state, is explained as being non-ex
istent, since the state is really the or
gan of the collective individual.
Unfortunately, if the individual, by
himself or in a collective mass, pro
tests against suppressive tendencies
of the organ state, he is immediate
ly “liquidated” as being a counter
revolutionary or an anti-social agi
tator. Hence the state has not be
come a servant of the collective in 
dividual, but just the opposite. In
the bourgeois democracy of today,
the doctrine of primacy of the in 
dividual, in its application to the
economic field, has been perverted
into the primacy of some individu
als over others, an evident contra
diction to the original doctrine. This
original doctrine has become a sup
porting myth for the continued ex
istence of the bourgeoisie within
the framework of the democratic
system, in which the original doc
trine no longer exists in fact. Here,
Marx in his criticism of the bour
geois society was perfectly right.
All its social forces, government,
information s o u r c e s , education,
church and cultural outlets are de
signed to extend the justifying
propaganda of t h i s controlling
bourgeois faction within the state.
Here, we enter the essential prob
lems of what should be the role of
modern advanced education in pre
paring us, as an essentially static
bourgeois state, to meet the chal-
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A School o f («islnot*-—Proforrorf b y
College M on a n d W om en

4 MONTH
INTENSIVE C O U R S E
SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
A thorounh. intensive course— start! a *
I une. October, February Bul
letin A on request

•

SPECIAL COUNSELOR for G.I. TRAINING

•

Kt-jtular Day and Fvcnin* School»
IUruujchout the Year Catalog

•

Pr*»*Hipnt. John Rribcr' Or^mr. S.C.D.
Director 1‘aul M l’air MA
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lenge of an essentially dynamie
Stalinism. It is dynamic Stalinism
because it is oriented on the fu
ture; it is static capitalism because
it is oriented on the future.
One of the traditional objectives
of American education, and this is
true of all State-sponsored educa
tional systems, is to create “good
citizens.” This phrase is as vague
as it is high-sounding. Divested of
all its patriotic sanctions, it means
simply, that the objective of the ed
ucational system is to mold new
citizens into the pattern of the old,
to teach them the same concepts of
government and economics as the
old, to lead them to embrace the
same state-sponsored social myths
as did their predecessors, with an
equal ignorance of presumably con
flicting social systems. By propagat
ing that myth of primacy of the in 
dividual, the state hides from the
young citizen the fact that his sys
tem, as it is in operation, is in many
ways similar to that which he is
told is exactly opposite.
In both cases the proletariat is ex
ploited. On one hand it is by the
bourgeoisie, and on the other, by
the state as it fulfills exactly the
same functions as the bourgeoisie.
The duty of colleges and univer
sities should be to critically exam
ine the economic, social and politi
cal forces in operation as represent
ed by conditions in the ‘dynam ic”
and “static" materialisms. The ac
ceptance of what are obviously fal
sities in our national ideological
concepts is just the opposite this
critical appraisal—just as much as
the condemnation of all opposing
systems as totally bad and hence
unworthy even of examination.
This is exactly the philosophy of
education which is peculiar to to
talitarian governments. As the Ger
mans found out too late, you can
not conquer with ignorance—either
ignorance of yourselves or of oth
ers. This authorization “black or
whiteness” between “c o r r e c t ”
thoughts and “uncorrect” thoughts
is what is inimical to democratic
freedom; and it is not the examina
tion of ideas contrary to what we
hold to be the “correct” ones that
is the danger.
Democracy can be strong only as
long as it is dynamic through con
stant growth. How can we combat
Stalinism when the overwhelming
majority of the people of the United
States haven’t the haziest of ideas
of what it’s all about.
They swallow, instead, the dog
matisms of the daily press without
evaluating these. Let’s wake up and
make our "colleges and universities
something more than parrot fac
tories. Every single student is re
sponsible for his own attitude to
ward knowledge, and in the in 
dividual student the hope of a rea
soning and dynamic democracy u l
timately resides.
“The static materialism” which is
represented by our economic sys
tem is faced with a crisis. Russia is
advantageously situated in two
ways: one. she is dynamic and be
ing such takes any technique justi
fiable if the aims and goals of her
“dynamic materialism” are reach
ed; two. her geographical location
is such as making the isolation of
the United States a real possibility.
The isolation would not be only ec
onomic but political as well. The
only recourse to such isolation is
surrender or the establishment of
a reactionary government which
means Fascism.

Girl Crushed in Chat
By O verw helm ing M ale
“Men.” the co-ed declared con
temptuously. “are absolutely lack
ing in judgment and taste."
“Possibly, my dear.” he respond
ed. “but just think how many old
maids there would be if they were
not.”

An Ideal Place to Take YOUR DATE
Meals

^ C hesterfield
ALL OVER A M E R I C A - C H E S T E R F I E L D IS T O P S '

U v^irt * M>ULi Tj * mxd Co .

Fountain

Lunches

Candy

Sandwiches

Around the Clock Pick Up Lunches.

LUTZ RESTAURANT
114 E. College Ave.

L.W.A. Plans Careers Conference
Series To Be Held Next Autumn
Opportunities and training for
women in careers w ill be investi
gated next fall at the first ca
reer conference ever held for Law
rence women. Committees are al
ready at work preparing a pros
pectus of the day’s activities and
are inviting speakers.
Nancy Moran, general chairman
chosen by L. W. A., accompanied
by Betty Foulke, Jean van Hengel
and Phyllis Leverenz, w ill drive
w ith Miss Wollaeger to Madison on
Tuesday. There they plan to consult
with the dean and the committee
that sponsored a similar conference
on the University of Wisconsin
campus last fall.
Ideas gleaned
from the trip w ill be incorporated
into the Lawrence outline.
Impetus for the career conference
came from L. W. A. which heard
of identical programs successfuly
carried out on other campuses.
Realizing that college women should
be better acquainted with openings
and limitations in careers and with
the specific college backgrounds
necessary for preparation, the group
decided a career conference would
answer many questions asked by
Lawrence women.
Earlier a petition was circulated
among women to ascertain where
the majority of their interests lay.
From this survey the committee
planners will divide the topics for
discussion; marriage as a career
w ill be one of the chief topics and
others are to be chosen. Authorities
in the fields w ill speak both formal
ly and informally.
It is planned to excuse all women
from classes on the day of the con
ference; attendance at the program
w ill be required. General meetings
and round table discussions w ill fol
low a keynote speaker. Tentatively
a luncheon is also on the agenda.
Further plans are still in prepara
tion.
Not all committees are definite
and they may have additions.
Co-chairmen of promotion and
publicity are Phyllis Leverenz, who
w ill handle newspaper work, and
Vivian Grady, who is in charge of
posters. Vivian's committee is com
posed of Nancy Ballou and Elaine
L. Johnson.
Jean Van Hengel, reaching peo
ple outside the community, is shar
ing the chairmanship of the con
tacts committee with Mary Lou
Trautmann, who is in charge of the
Appleton area. Jean’s committee is:
Chicago area, Carroll Hedges and
Pat Kirchberg; Milwaukee area,
Karen Christensen and Eva Hirsch;
and Mrs. Michael Porges.
On the town committee under
Mary Lou are Nancy Schuetter, Bet
ty Flom, Pat Connelly and Betty
Kieffer. Others w ill be chosen.
Betty Foulke, chairman of the
program group, has as her helpers
Beverly Pearson, Marcia Forman,
Phyllis Ockene, Barbara Taylor and
Mel Jensen.
Exhibits, headed by Pat Hainar.
will be staffed by Ina Guyer, Joan
Ladwig, Ethel Lou Stanek, Gloria
Gronholm, Emma Lou Gassert and
Helen Leney.
Marilyn Chaimson is chairman of
the discussion group. Under her are

Jean Ermel, Ruth Broderick and
Shirley Hanson.
Edith Van Horne, assisted by
Mary Anschuetz and Elsie Peder
sen, presidents of both of the wom
en’s organizations, will handle hos
pitality.
Luncheon plans are being made
by June Jaeckel. Her committee is

comprised of Dorothy Pershbacker,
Carolyn Eller, G ail Outland and
Colleen Snyder.
Faculty relations chairman
it
Meredith Plier. Her helpers are
Mary Hartzell, Anne Hughes, Jea
nette Kehrli and Helen Schyler.
Janet Fancher is treasurer.

Sounding Off
BY BETTY JEAN C ZIR R
*It is our opinion that griping have I filled them all?
Well, you havt to have 15 courses
has reached an all-time high on
campus, and we’d like to alleviate above 55 and you need a tutorial in
the situation somewhat. By inaugu hieroglyphics — that will fit in
rating this column, we hope to nicely with, your Babylonian cul
ture.
brighten someone's day by griping
Do my 75 hours of physical ed.
with a smile. So here’s Sounding
count toward graduation?
Off . . .
.)
Depends on the grade you got,
On Seeing Your Adviser
I have a B plus average.
Hello, Dr. Harumpff.
Sorry,
you have to have at least
Come in, sit down. Close the
door. Get your feet off my desk. an A. But we can probably work
Would you mind opening the w in Babylonian culture in there to make
dow a little while you’re up? This up. What are you considering do
spring weather . . . cold one min ing when you get out of school?
I hadn't thought of that possibil
ute. warm the next . . . can't get
ity.
enough air . . .
Have you thought of taking any
I —er—
Would you mmd picking up those courses at the Conservatory?
Well, 1 don’t have my car up with
papers that just blew off that table?
Oh. by the way, have you read me.
Are you taking any math?
“The Pagan Question" . . . . good
No, I don’t care much for math.
stuff for your Freshman Studies
How about science?
course.
I don’t like the smell of Science
Er—that is—I’m a Junior, sir—
hall.
I—
What about language?
Oh, about that last test you
It’s hard enough for me to get
handed in . . . . I haven't finished
marking them all yet, but I can English.
Can I put you down for an eco
give you your grade. I'll look, but
nomics course?
I ’m pretty sure you got a D.
When does it meet?
But, I—er—I ’m not in any of your
classes.
At eight Monday, Wednesday, and
Oh, I know . . . . I tell you. I Friday.
won’t be able to chaperone any
Nope, sorry.
parties this weekend.
How about government?
But that isn’t — I mean —
When does it meet?
Come, come . . . don't take up
Eleven Monday, Wednesday, and
my time. My afternoon is filled Friday.
with appointments with my ad
That’s out.
visees
Here’s a history course at ten
That’s it!
Tuesday, Thursday, and—
Well, why didn't you say so?
Uh-Uh — not ior ihq, What classLet’s get down to business. Say,
haven’t I seen you aiound campus
before? •
I’ve been here quite a while.
Well, what’s your major?
You
are majoring in something, aren't
you?
Well, I had thought of a double
major in economics and govern
Optometrists
ment, but my interests run to Eng
lish and psychology, although I'm
Prompt Laboratory Service
better in art and religion, however
1my vocation calls for history and
1philosophy — so I thought I'd like
121 W. COLLEGE AVE.
a B S.
Ah . . . yes. I think Babylonian
Phone 2415
culture would fit in with your ma
jor.
!
Do you think I have enoui,h
hours?
Well, you have 330, but by carry' ing an extra course — say BabyI Ionian culture — you might be able
to make up the difference.
What about my requirement —

Dr. Wm. G. Keller
Dr. L. H. Keller
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French War Bride Amazed 1
But Enthused With America
The trip from • short “rue” of
Pari*, France, to the South River
Road of Appleton, Wisconsin, was
especially hard for the new bride
of an Institute student Working in
a military communications office
is also a far cry from being a young
American bride. Even so, nothing
daunted the “petite mademoiselle”
who made this voyage to the Uni*
ted States to marry the young soldifer she had met in Paris and who
is now a student at the paper in*
stitute.
Mrs. Ward is typically French
with her dark hair, her enormous
blue eyes and her mobile face with
its vivacious expression. She says
she likes America very much but
this is easy to see for her anim a
tion shows her pleasure more than
any worn out words.
Unlike many European brides.
Mrs. Ward was more fully pre
pared for the United States, for her
reading of American novels had
been very extensive. This reading
also served to help her improve her
English which is very good. The
book which was the rage in Paris
during the occupation was “Gone
with the W ind.”
The new American expression,
that is. the designs for furniture
of Peter Hunt are one thing that
caught Mrs. Ward unawares. With
utter amazement she found the
young wives who are her neighbors
busying themselves
with
saws,

hammer*, and
buckets of paint»
whipping up shelves, painting ta
bles and the like. As this is com*
pletely foreign to her, she hasn’t
quite reconciled herself to this d if
ferent American display of feminine
talent. But I’ll wager she’ll be able
to wield a screw driver and a
paintbrush with the best of them
soon.
Her love for records, though,
provides her with a common inter
est with all Americans. Yoy may
see her any time in Farr’s Melody
Shop listening to our American m u 
sic or perhaps translating Charles
Trenet records for those interested.
Haven't you been wondering what
he's singing about in that intriguing
style, or are you one who is still
lingering under the delusion that
it’s just another Danny Kaye rou
tine? If so don’t let Mrs. Ward
catch you; she w ill always keep
her French charm but she's learn
ing American ways quickly, so who
can tell what might happen? What
would you do if someone compared
“our Frankie” with Maurice Chev
alier?
Although she is working to more
completely master the
English
idiom, Mrs. Ward enjoys an oc
casional lapse into
her native
tongue. She had an opportunity
recently when a group of French
students from the college visited
her quonset hut for tea, a drink
considered a novelty in France but
es have you that are nine o’clocks? a custom she enjoys here.
Oh. those are all right. Have you
got any ten o’clocks?
Well, now with your tutorial and
Contoct Lons Spociolist
Babylonion culture that gives you
%
a full program of 25 hours.
Is
Dr.
WILLIAM
H.
GIBSON
there anything else you’re interest
ed in?
Optometrist
How about that marriage course?
It’s open only to married cou
Examining, Refracting, and
ples. Oh, I’m sorry. I have to leave
Prescribing of Lenses.
now for a faculty meeting. But that
should give you an idea of where
114 W. College Ave.
you stand.
Ah . . . yes. Thanks. Dr. Har
Appleton, WIs.
umpff.
Phone 8340
Goodbye—see you in Babylonian
culture.

SCHEAFFER Pen and Pencils
Leather Carrying Case
Notebooks & Paper
Stationery, Etc.
OFFICE SUPPLIES and FURNITURE

SYLVESTER and NIELSEN
209 E. College Ave.

Phone 209

LAWRENTIANS!

Plumbing and
Heating Supplies
W. S. PATTERSON CO.

M A KE YOUR D A Y A
SU CCESS W IT H A
M E A L FROM A P P L E T O N 'S
M OST M O D ERN
RESTA U RA N T

You will enjoy the
tempting good
ness of our de
licious flavored
pastries.
Stop in Today.

ELM TREE BAKERY
308 E. College Ave.

AFTER A
PARTY or DANCE
Snider's is the place to go
for an evening snack.
Open Frl. and Sat. Nites

G.fts!
Gifts!

\

Gifts!

A

G if t s »

to 2:30

S ttc d e td
227 E. College Ave.
Only onf block off the campus

EN G AG EM EN TS — G R A D U A TIO N S — deserve
Gifts of Beauty and Quality.

MARX Jewelers
212 E. College Ave.
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NO PA RKIN G
Because of the construction of
the enlarged coal storage south
of Science hall, now about to
commence, students are advised
that there will no longer l»e
parking space in that area tor
their cars.

EATING IN LAWRENCE DORMITORIES— Students living in the dormitories ond some from
O u tsid e e a f in the large, clean dining h alls in the three Lawrence dormitories.

Cooks prepare
the food in the a iry kitchens, and the students a re served a la carte by the kitchen workers.
Law rence's three dormitories serve approxim ately seven hundred Law rentians. (Photos by
Perrchbacher)

Much Work is Required
To Prepare Your Food
B Y RUSSELL ELLIS
Do you realize that only four hun
dred students are up eaily enough
In the morning to eat breakfast,
while almost all of the total seven
hundred students eating in campus
dormitories turn up for evening
dinner? That is a fact as certain
us night following day; s o . every
morning only enough fo o d is pre
pared to accommodate those four
hundred students.
O f course thefe always is the pos
sibility, we mighty say the rare pos
sibility, that ihore than the expect
ed number of students will report
for breakfast and consequently a
greater demand than u&ual tor food

will arise
However that problem
has been faced and solved by the
three capable dietitians who adm in
ister the dom itoiy dining facilities.
Miss Schaub, the dietician at Orms
by. report?. that there always is
enough jam and bread, milk and
toast, and ei*«:« and cereal to ade
quately satisfy everyone who comes.
Capable Dieticians
Although we all claim that there
is nothing like ‘ mother's cootcliv,”
there is slight risk involved in bet
ting that few mothers could claim
to be as qualified in the profession
of food preparation as the three die
titians here at Lawrence. At Bro-

kaw. Miss Welch, supervising the
entire system, is serving you with
the advantage of bountiful experi
ence and years of schooling which
culminated in a Master’s decree
from Kansas State college.
Miss
Schaub. who assumed her duties at
Ormsby only last summer, studied
at the University of Wisconsin and
served her internship at the Massa
chusetts General Hospital. Miss
Edith Mattson, dietitian at Sage,
studied at Columbia.
(
Tests of Good Food
All three dietitians are very con
cerned with the taste appeal of their
meals. Your comments to them w ill
frequently “black-ball” a particular
food or style of preparation while

J Jm

"THANKS FOR THE
MEMORIES"
Presented at 7:00 P.M

IT'S UP ON
TOP for
SPRING and
SU M M ER.
W hen fashion decrees
The boys it will please,

Moke Your Appointment Today,

225 E. College Avo,

ensuring more frcqent appearances
of desirable dishes. The acid test,
however, is the food that returns
uneaten. There are two explana
tion for returned food: either the
food did not appeal to the students
or the servings were too large.
The final result is increased ex
penses and smaller servings in the
future.
Miss
Welch humorously
tells of how the Navy solved that
problem
when
they were at
Brokaw. A Chief was simply sta
tioned at the exit of the dining
halls.
Variety Is Sought
Variety of food is always sought,
but it is discouraged by a resistance
to try new dishes and by the finicky
appetites of many, particularly the
girls. Miss Welch has often been
asked who are less trouble to serve,
men or women. There seems to be
little doubt that it is more satisfying
to fill the hungry stomachs of the
men. But, from the standpoint of
a dietitian, it is most difficult to
serve both men and women in the
same dining hall because of the
varying tastes and different quanti
ties of food consumed by men and
by women.
Many Helpers
The operations of each kitchen
are maintained by ten women in 
cluding a meat and potato cook and

.

•

•
,*

two assistants, a pastry cook and
assistant, two salad,
and three
kitchen assistants.
Most of the
women live in Appleton and most of
them are here after having had
previous home cooking experience.
Except for the meat and potato
cooks who work daily from 10 a. m.
i to 6 p. m.. there are two shifts work
ed by alternate staffs every other
week. The first shift is from 6:30 a.
m. to 1:30 p. m., and the second shift
is from 12:30 p. m. to 7:30 p. m. They
have every second Sunday off.
Waiting in line is perhaps the
most bothersome feature of the d in 
ing halls to many students. There
are two factors which contribute to
this waiting: namely, if there is a
variety of dishes the student must
pause and decide which one he
wants; and secondly, some types
of food and containers in which the
foods are served require more dish
ing time. Certainly, it takes less
time to pass out sandwiches than to
dish out soup.
I am sure that, if the next time
you stand in line you consider how
simple it is to just wait your turn
to receive professionally planned
and skillfully prepared meals, you
will realize how fortunate you
really are.

C O N TA C T LENSES
and

Glasses Fitted
Dr. V. W. Stracke
Optometrist
Also Quick Repair
Ph. 1389 I I 8 K2 E. College

Here’s a natural for fun. It plays anywhere...
th® beach, on trains, bo ats...and with rich,
"big-set” electronic tone, always! 2 motors:
Electric (plug it in) or wind up (tubes operate
on battery).

There’s no other phonograph with the unique
features o f C a p ito l's “ L u x u ry ” Portable.
Ib'inem ber: it's produced by a record nianu /(irtn rrr. to g i ve you recorded music at its besf,
when and where you want it Ask your record
dealer for Capitol’s
___

1mm

• Hundred* of college! and univeraities are represented every year in
the secretarial classes of Katharine
Gibbs. Four convenient schools,
each with the same high standards.
Some of your career-minded class
mates will be at Gibbs this summer
or fall. Write College Course Dean.

......... 2J0 Psrli Av.
• 0 Mirlbornuth St.
SI E u t Su».rior St.
........ I S3 Anteil St.

Relax...
have a Coke

He socially presentable at all
times. Let us be your valet and
lake care of your clothes for
vou

Just A Few Steps From The Compus

•OTTlfD UNO« AUTMOttTY Of THE COCA-COU COMPANY BY

312 E. COLLEGE AVE

C O C A -C O LA

B O T T L IN G

CO M PAN Y

Appleton, Wisconsin

Il

«$£'

